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About This Game

Surviving is only half the game.
The award-winning atmosphere and gameplay mechanics of the original Shadowgrounds make a triumphant return in this spin

off/sequel armed with a slick new feature set!
Shadowgrounds Survivor tells the story of the last remaining humans on Jupiter's moon Ganymede, where the alien onslaught is

in full force.

3 playable characters with impressive new tactics

RPG-like upgrade system for weapons and characters - including special attacks such as the all-engrossing Napalm
Flame and the mighty Brute Slayer.

Campaign mode deepens the Shadowgrounds story and expands it to new locations, including snow and ice
environments, an abandoned cargo tunnel and the suffering New Atlantis colony.

Survival mode focuses on all-out alien slaughtering action – choose a character to suit your playing style and blast the
aliens back to outer space!

New gameplay features such as the Sentry Turret and the powerful Mech!

New graphics enhancements including raging snowstorm effects, new weapon effects and much more.
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AGEIA PhysX brings the world alive with hundreds of physics objects that take the destruction to the next level.

Editor tools allow players to take part in the active Shadowgrounds mod community - or just enjoy the results!
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Fun for a little while, then loses its appeal.. Nice job, however I would have liked paints for any ship that you own..
Recommended only when on sale.

Love the call of screaming, ungrateful kittens who don't understand that mommy has places to go and animals to slaughter? Well
well well, welcome to Untamed! The cougars here are seriously Untamed. Like, they have to be "untamed" 30 times just to get
the whiny little cubs.

And what happens when those tiny, little, precious cubs are finally here? Time to hunt, of course! But not only do you get to
hunt, you also get to run from a feral male cougar trying to kill your family! Yay!

Once you finally get away from the male there's a good chance you've lost a cub or two (honestly not the worst thing in the
world, I chose favorites anyway.) And after that you better get to hunting. Soon your cubs will be in the next stage of life, and
will actually be able to walk at an acceptable speed. Oh joy!

The male will return, you'll have to change dens again, and any sort of social life mommy cougar had before will fade away just
as quickly as your cubs' health will.

In time the little bitc- I mean your precious angels will grow up and leave you behind. Hey look, you gave up your life to raise
cubs for nothing! Woo! And after that what does mommy cougar do? Hunt, increase stats, try not to die a lot. Currently the only
way to have more cubs is by starting over with a new character.

Summary: Overall the game is fun for a playthrough or two and occasional play after the cubs are gone, but I don't think it's
worth the money unless on sale. It's not always the most realistic either; predators and prey spawn at every turn. Also you can't
eat the hunters who try to kill you. Phooey.. A quality breakout game with seizure-inducing graphics.. Is there a "meh" option?
The visuals are nice, but you spend a bunch of time just waiting for a thing to click on to appear. One of the very first things you
acquire is a dog's head sculpture? balloon? Don't know why. The puzzles pretty much lead you by the hand in how to solve
them. The hardest part is contorting your hands to rotate some of the things the correct way (at least with the Vive controllers)
or to avoid banging the two controllers together when solving a two-handed puzzle.

Maybe its better for kids? The dialog is certainly targeted at a very child friendly level. Such as when one character chastises the
other just as its about to say "jerks" or maybe "a**h***s", but probably "jerks". It will probably get a giggle from the average 6
year old.

I bought it in the bundle with FORM and Twilight Path is about what I expected. I'm not disappointed, but I'm not excited to
recommend it either.. Jesus frickin' Christ. I'm not sure if I've ever reviewed a game on Steam before, but I feel the need to say 
someting about this garbage right here. I loved the first episode and I figured the reviews for this one might have been blown out of
proportion or something. Unfortunately, that was not the case. As of now I have yet to finish this chapter, but so far I can easily
say that this is the worst chapter in any episodic game I have ever played. Easy. No question. This chapter is devoid of any fun, it's
repititive as all hell and the episode just seems random in general. Feels out of place here. Like a different team made this one
compared to the first one or something. Luckily I got it on sale so I saved a couple bucks? I'm not sure if I even want to play the rest
of the episodes now.. Truly, an epic game/story. One of the finest stories in the Batman Universe. A perfect combination of fighting
and cinematics. There’s a large variety of different types of enemies and many different ways to go about taking them out.

+ The soundtrack is amazing! I admit sitting on the title screen for extended periods…
+ Very highly detailed open world
+ Brilliantly scripted
+ Very awesome cast of Batman villains
+ Good graphics
+ Great combat system
+ Extra end game content that can be finished or not, based on player preference. Quite a few hours’ worth
+ I found no broken achievements
+ Bug free
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- Literally not one thing. Well… The story could have been longer? Without the side quests it would seem kind of short.
10/10 Would play again. Actually, I did. Twice.
. some of my absolute favorite tables, literally thousands of hours of gameplay here for real.
. Surprisingly a good game. Challenging. I only have an hour in as of writing this review but i barely made it like 11 levels in. It's
super hard and makes you want to use the bathroom even longer than you anticipated because "I NEED MUH WINS"

5\/7 would recommend

but i also don't recommend because i only have 11 levels in after an hour.
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Help! For some reason I'm not getting these weapons in the shop. I'm about 45% through. Do i have to use a code or is it just
glitching out it says it was installed but i'm not sure why it isn't working? But game is great dlc won't work.. It's free content that
adds more variety of weapons and skills, there are literally no downsides.. Nice small game with a good portion of humor and a
mechanik that you don't see to often.. Great game if you are a gridder fan. Great brutal combat, There is some grinding here,
but doesn't detract from the overall gameplay. Great job on the developers' part on getting some quick fixes out there on some
minor bug fixes.

Having fun and taking me back in time. Love it.. On these days "standards", this game would be (at most) a EA... Much
potential and so few work/effort put on. Too many glitches (some of which are a bit funny, not that great graphics (even for the
time), bad gameplay and mechanics... Even the game history is odd.. Positives: it's pretty, it's atmospheric, and it can get
relatively challenging at times. Negatives: the challenge mostly comes from fighting the floaty controls and poor level design.
You frequently have to die at least once to figure out how things work. Despite a lot of repitition on the tougher segments, it
came in at a grand total of 3 hours. Far too short for the full price. I'd recommend it at half price or lower.
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